Introduction
Much research has been conducted on the organization of repair in German conversation. This research focused on the various positions from * We would like to thank Peter Golato and Thomas Parker for commenting on earlier versions of this paper. We are also grateful to the reviewers and to the editors for their constructive criticism and helpful suggestions. All remaining errors are of course our own.
which repair can be initiated (Auer 2005; Egbert 1996 Egbert , 2002 Selting 1987a Selting , 1987b Selting , 1987c Uhmann 1997 Uhmann , 2001 ), on repair initiators (Egbert 1996 (Egbert , 2002 Selting 1987a Selting , 1987c Streeck 1996; Uhmann 1997 Uhmann , 2001 ), on trouble sources (Auer 1984; Egbert 2002; Selting 1987c; Weber 1998) , on functions of repair (Auer 2005; Egbert 1997 Egbert , 2002 Egbert , 2004 Fischer 1992; Selting 1987c) , and on the role of prosody in repair (Rabanus 2003; Selting 1988 Selting , 1996 . 1 In addition to these studies mostly conducted on ordinary conversation, there is also work that looks at the form and function of repair in other settings such as city administration offices (Selting 1987c) , the language classroom (Liebscher & Dailey-O'Cain 2003) , proficiency interviews (Egbert 1998; Kasper & Ross 2001) , and bilingual communication (Egbert 2002; Rieger 2003) .
In terms of repair resolution, far less has been published. A successful self-initiated repair is characterized by interactants continuing the conversation without further problems (Egbert 2002: 97) , and the same is true for successful other-initiated repair (Egbert 2002: 138; Selting 1987c: 103) . Alternatively, coparticipants are said to produce various tokens that signal the resolution of the problem for which the repair was initiated, such as ach ja 2 (Selting 1987c: 103, 111) , achso (Egbert 2002: 184; Selting 1987c: 123, 109) , or ach (Egbert 2002: 138) . Given that research (e. g., Gardner 1995; Zimmerman 1993) has indicated that different tokens used in similar environments typically perform different interactional functions, the question arises as to which specific functions ach and achso play in the resolution of repair.
According to Egbert (2002: 280) , German ach and achso are both equivalent to the English change-of-state token oh (Heritage 1984 ) and as such occur frequently within repair sequences. Others have also labeled German ach and achso as change-of-state tokens (Egbert 1997 (Egbert , 2004 Selting 1992; Weber 1998) . In these publications, however, this labeling was not based on a systematic analysis of ach and achso across a large collection of segments, but instead on the analysis of individual instances. In terms of the tokens' translations into English, we find various suggestions: Ach is typically translated as oh (Auer 1984: 644; Egbert 1997: 613; 2004 : 1491 Golato 2002: 68, 72; Günthner 1999: 702; Selting 1988: 313; Taleghani-Nikazm 2006: 53, 72 ) but also as well (Golato 2005: 79, 103) . For achso we find even greater variation: It has been translated 1. See also Couper-Kuhlen (1992) , who shows that in English conversations, rhythmic format is used to gloss the interactional meaning of a second or third move within a repair sequence as "implicative of fault or [. . .] as non-fault-implicative" (Couper-Kuhlen 1992: 361). 2. But see Betz & Golato (2008) for an alternative analysis of the functions of ach ja in spoken German.
variously as got it (Weber 1998: 172, 185) , I see (Auer 1984: 637; Auer & Kern 2001: 107) or oh I see (Auer 1984: 637; Egbert 2004 Egbert : 1477 Egbert , 1478 , as oh so (Taleghani-Nikazm 2006: 23) , oh really? (Taleghani-Nikazm 2006: 74) , oh okay (Weber 1998: 204) , oh (Selting 1992: 325; Selting, 1996: 258, 259) , oh well (Selting 1992: 323) , really (Scheutz 2001:126) and ah so (Selting 1988: 302) . This variety suggests that the translations may not have been based on a systematic analysis or on a function equivalence of the respective tokens in English and German but instead on the intuition of the authors of what the token may mean in a given context. Moreover, while some authors use the same translation for ach and ach so (e. g., oh for both), others use different translations for the two tokens, thereby implicitly suggesting that they may not actually perform identical functions.
In the following, we provide a conversation analytic analysis of ach and achso in third position within a repair sequence in German everyday conversation; this is the turn that is concerned with the uptake of the repair. 3 Put differently, the achs and achsos are placed in the turn in which the person who has the trouble indicates whether or not the trouble has been resolved. Schematically, the position in which we are interested can be presented as follows:
Speaker A: Turn containing the trouble source Speaker B: Repair initiation (first pair part) Speaker A: Repair (second pair part) ⇒ Speaker B: ach/achso receipt of repair (third position)
We argue that both forms occur in the aftermath of repair but that the interactional functions of the tokens differ. Specifically, we show that while both tokens are involved in receipting information and expressing the current level of shared knowledge between the participants, only achso is used to indicate that new information has been received and understood. It is overwhelmingly free-standing and not followed by further repair-relevant talk. Ach, on the other hand, indicates that information has been received but not necessarily understood. It is always followed by more talk that serves to further negotiate the new information in order to establish it as shared. Thus, we argue that the response tokens ach and achso serve diametrically opposite functions and have different interactional trajectories: Achso removes epistemic asymmetry and closes 3. Achso and ach can also be placed in third position within sequences that are not doing repair. Here, achsos are in third position to challenges while achs introduce assessments in third position to a variety of actions. These types of achsos and achs are beyond the scope of this paper.
the ongoing repair sequence, while ach ϩ further talk retains the existing asymmetry by treating the new knowledge in question as still provisional. Ach ϩ further talk is thus expansion-relevant.
Data and transcription conventions
Our analysis is based on 12.5 hours of non-elicited mundane conversation including both audiotaped phone conversations and videotaped face-to-face interaction between native speakers of German. The speakers come from a variety of different regions; all belong to the middle or upper-middle class. The data were transcribed using GAT transcription conventions as described in Selting et al. (1998) . For each line of data we provide two lines of transcript: the German original and an idiomatic English translation. In the transcript, we mark the line containing the trouble source with TS, the line containing the repair initiation with RI, and the line containing the repair operation with R. The line that performs the repair uptake with an ach/achso is marked with an arrow (⇒).
Other abbreviations used in the transcripts are PRT (particle) and ACT (action).
Achso in third position: Removing epistemic asymmetry
As stated above, we focus here on achsos in third position to a repair initiation. Below, we show three such instances which are representative of our collection of 51 achsos in this position. In each of the instances we discuss, a slightly different type of repair action is responded to: In segment 1, the achso responds to a correction; in segment 2, it responds to a correction of a candidate understanding; and in segment 3, it responds to a confirmation of a candidate understanding. For each example we provide some background to the segment and a brief analysis. Following the presentations of these three segments, we discuss those characteristics of the samples that hold across the entire collection. In segment 1, Bernhard, Sybille, Uschi, and Annette are discussing travel arrangements for Annette and David's trip home.
( When discussing Annette's trip home, Uschi asks about Annette's departure time. Annette provides an answer in line 2 which receives a followup question from Uschi, a confirmation from Annette and a display of understanding from Uschi. In line 6, Sybille produces what turns out to be the trouble-source. She suggests that getting to the airport in time for a departure won't be a problem because of the possibility of taking the subway. This suggestion receives an other-initiated, other-completed repair from Annette in lines 9Ϫ10, followed by an account: They won't be taking the subway because of having to return their rental car. 4 Annette's correction is responded to by all three coparticipants: In lines 11Ϫ12, Bernhard suggests where to return the rental car. In overlap with Bernhard, Sybille receipts the correction with a stand-alone achSO (line 13) and Uschi produces an ach followed by additional talk (line 14; this turn will be discussed in detail in section 4 of this paper). Note that Sybille produces no additional talk related to the repair 5 nor does her achSO receive any uptake. In other words, Sybille's achSO marks the repair as resolved and completed; most notably, the other coparticipants orient to Sybille's achSO in exactly the same way: No additional (repairrelated) talk is directed at her. With achSO, Sybille thus indicates that she has changed from a previously not-knowing coparticipant to a knowing one, and this move is understood and oriented to as such by her coparticipants. A note on the prosodic characteristics of the token achso: In our collection of achso in third position to a repair, the token always exhibits accentuation (primary stress) of the second syllable (SO); the first syllable (ach) may remain unstressed (achSO, see, e. g., data segment 1) or carry secondary stress (AchSO, see, e. g., data segment 2). The token generally exhibits falling final intonation (achSO./AchSO.).
In the following segment, Ina is telling her friend Markus about her job search.
(2) Response to a correction of a candidate understanding:
[Oregon2A_043] . Sybille does so with a confirmation marker, whereas Bernhard and Annette provide a confirmation by specifying which neighbors they are talking about. Uschi receipts these confirmations in third position with a free-standing achSO. Note that she does not produce any additional repairs; thus, this is an indication that the knowledge asymmetry (i. e., Uschi's lack of knowledge of the third party discussed) has been removed. The other coparticipants also treat the achSO. as communicating a resolution of the repair, as no other participant provides additional repair resolutions. Instead, a gap ensues in line 20 and the topic of the conversation slightly shifts from talk about the neighbors' son to talk about the neighbors' daughter, Annika (line 21).
In all the instances discussed so far, an achso Ϫ realized as AchSO. or achSO. Ϫ was produced in third position within a repair sequence. The observations that can be made about segments 1Ϫ3 hold for the entire collection: The repair sequence in which an achso is placed overwhelmingly deals with problems of understanding. 6 Specifically, we can observe that the problems of understanding do not result from sequential ambiguities (e. g., joke/serious talk, or alternative interpretations of an action); instead, the problem always seems to be related to some form of factual knowledge. These problems frequently comprise difficulties with various references, be they person references (as segment 3), time or place references (segment 2), or incomplete, wrong, or no background information. The knowledge presented in the talk that engenders the repair sequence is typically new information, that is, it is either not known by the participant at all (segment 1Ϫ3) or it was not attended to or recalled as relevant by the participant. Overwhelmingly, the achso is free-standing, that is, it is the only element in the turn. Given that after the production of the achso no repair initiations on the same trouble source are produced, we argue that with the production of an achso, a speaker claims to have now understood what was previously not understood. Thus, with the production of an achso, a speaker is indicating that he/she has undergone a change-of-state (Heritage 1984 ) from a not-6. In our 51 examples, there is only one segment in which achso responds to repair engendered by a hearing problem.
knowing to a now knowing coparticipant. In addition, the segments above show that even though coparticipants may produce additional talk related to the ongoing sequence after the production of an achso, 7 this talk never serves to further a repair resolution. Instead, coparticipants treat the achso-speaker's claim of having resolved the trouble at face value. Given these observations, it seems fair to assume that an achso marks the end of the repair sequence proper as any difference in claimed epistemic asymmetry has now been removed and the speakers are on equal epistemic footing. Put differently, the outcome of a repair sequence ending in achso is a revised state of knowledge in the coparticipant (i. e., from not knowing to knowing, from not-attended-to to attended-to, etc.). Hence, achso marks a readiness to either return to the prior sequence, that is, the one that was suspended by the repair initiation, or alternatively to embark on an entirely new sequence.
Ach in third position: Maintaining epistemic asymmetry
In this section, we discuss ach in sequence third position to a repair. We show three instances from our collection of 17 occurrences of ach in this position. In the data below, different types of repair actions are responded to: In segments 4Ϫ5, ach responds to a correction while in segment 6, ach responds to other initiated repair. In all segments, a previous state of knowledge is repaired, but the source of no info/wrong info/ misinformation is slightly different in the three examples. In segment 4, the ach-speaker was previously not informed; in segment 5, the speaker arrives at a wrong understanding due to inattentiveness to previous actions; and the repair sequence in segment 6 is engendered by a temporary lack of access to relevant information. Each segment will be preceded by some background information and followed by a brief analysis. Following the presentations of the data, we will discuss characteristics of these samples that hold across the entire collection.
Segment 4 was discussed as segment 1 in the previous section. The focus there was on the function of achSO. (line 13); the focus now is on the turn composed of ach ϩ further talk (line 14). Segment 4 is a shortened version of segment 1, with the line numbering of segment 1 retained. The readers may recall that the speakers are discussing how and when Annette and David will get to the airport.
7. E. g., a joke, post completion musings (Schegloff 2007) When discussing Annette's trip home, Sybille produces what turns out to be the trouble-source (line 6). She suggests that getting to the airport in time won't be a problem for David and Annette, because they have the option of taking the subway. As discussed earlier, this suggestion receives a correction and an account by Annette. This correction is responded to by all three coparticipants: Bernhard suggests where to return the rental car; Sybille receipts the correction with a stand-alone achSO. (line 13), thus treating the repair as resolved (cf. section 3 above); Uschi produces the token ach followed by additional talk in the same turn (line 14). Her turn is responsive to Annette's correction of Sybille's assumption in line 6; thus, it is placed in third position within the ongoing repair sequence. In this turn, Uschi recognizes the information pro-vided by Annette as new (i. e., Uschi did, similar to Sybille, not know that Annette would have a rental car), and she presents this new insight for confirmation. Confirmation is provided by Annette in line 17. Uschi's follow-up question in line 18 already incorporates the new knowledge as established. This is evidence that Uschi treats the repair as resolved and the sequence as closed. Both Annette and Sybille respond to this inquiry (see segment 1, lines 20Ϫ21) and no more repair-related talk is produced by the participants. Uschi's turn in line 14 (ach ϩ repeat of the trouble source) thus seems to fulfill two functions: (1) it acknowledges, via ach, previous talk and displays that this talk presents new information, (2) it pinpoints, via the repeat, for the co-participant which information is new to the speaker and presents this new information for confirmation. Thus, it sustains the currently existing epistemic asymmetry between participants. In contrast to an achso in the same position, ach ϩ repeat does not mark understanding yet; it is only after a confirmation by the coparticipant that the repair is (possibly) resolved, understanding is achieved, and the two participants are on the same epistemic level.
Segment 5 provides yet another example of an ach-turn in third position to a correction. Here, the interactional problem results from a lack of attention to the previous interaction. This segment is taken from a multi-party interaction in which the interactants are playing the card game Doppelkopf. One of the rules of Doppelkopf is that if a trump card is played at the beginning of a round, the other players need to 'follow suit,' i. e., also play trump cards. Monitoring the unfolding game is thus essential for assessing the composition and quality of an opponent's hand. Segment 5 starts out with Bernhard's announcement that he is out of trump cards (lines 1Ϫ3), or rather, will be after the current trick (lines 9, 11).
(5) Response to correction ϩ other action:
[Doppelkopf_32.59_keintrumpfmehr] During the ongoing round, Bernhard announces several times that he is out of trumps, the first time in lines 1Ϫ3. Sybille initiates repair (line 5) on this turn, thus indicating that she has not understood what Bernhard's announcement is referring to or how it relates to the game. This repair initiation does not receive any uptake by Bernhard, who continues with the next step in the game (playing his last trump, line 6), a move that is positively evaluated by Irmgard (line 7). Bernhard then redoes his earlier announcement in line 9, recycling the expression is feierabend and performing a self-repair to spell out the meaning of is feierabend for the game at hand: hab ich kein trumpf mehr 'I have no more trumps.' In line 22, Sybille provides an observation on the number of trump cards presumably still in the game, followed by a candidate understanding of the game so far (line 24). As Sybille states facts that are in Bernhard's domain (the composition of his hand), this may prompt a confirmation/ disconfirmation by Bernhard. And in fact, in lines 26Ϫ27, Bernhard emphatically disconfirms and then corrects Sybille's understanding of the game by redoing his earlier announcement (cf. line 11). He further adds the admonishing remark hab ich doch geSACHT. 'I already said that (as you should know).', thus accusing Sybille of not having been a properly attending participant in the previous interaction. At this point, there are two actions that Sybille could respond to: (a) the correction of her state of knowledge, and (b) an accusation, which can be rejected or accepted.
Sybille's next turn shows that she had indeed not attended to Bernhard's previous talk; her initial Ach receipts the correction as new information that is at odds with her previous assumptions, and this is followed by a repeat of the corrected item. Thus, as in segment 4, the token Ach in this segment is followed by further talk in the same turn. This talk is interactionally backward-oriented rather than providing new material.
Sybille's turn receives a confirmation (line 29) 10 and one more element of description by Bernhard in line 30. Her third position assessment of the new situation (line 32) then marks the repair sequence as completed and the new information as now shared. As in segment 4, both participants orient to the repair (correction) sequence as closed after confirmation of the corrected information has occurred. In segment 5, more talk occurs after the repair resolution that is related to the correction turn (lines 33Ϫ34, marked as ACT2). This talk, however, does not constitute further repair-relevant talk, but deals with the second action carried out by B in lines 26Ϫ27, namely the admonishment. While the trouble source that the repair targeted was factual information (i. e., what types of cards Bernhard is still holding in his hand), the reason for the trouble was inattentiveness on Sybille's part. Bernhard's first attempt at admonishing Sybille (line 27) received no response; he therefore takes the matter up again in lines 33Ϫ34. This action is again ignored by Sybille, and Bernhard resumes his commentary of the game in progress (line 36).
Segments 4 and 5 are both instances of 'ach ϩ further repair-related talk' responding to corrections, more specifically to corrections of expressions of previous knowledge or of candidate understandings of the just preceding interaction. The overwhelming number of examples in our collection is of this type of repair in which the ach speaker is not the one who initiates repair. There is, however, one segment in which ach occurs in third position to an other-initiated repair by the speaker of ach. Xaver and Markus have been talking about fellow students who have spent or are currently spending a year abroad. In listing different people who have just recently returned to Germany, Markus mentions Niko (line 1). He abandons the construction in progress in favor of telling news about Niko that have just occurred to him. The trouble source in this sequence lies in the person reference in lines 1Ϫ7. Xaver makes a first attempt to initiate repair in line 6; this attempt occurs in overlap (lines 5Ϫ6) and is not attended to. In line 9, Xaver produces a complete repair initiation on the person reference niko. The format in which this repair is couched suggests that Xaver's problem is the result of temporary inaccessibility of information (about the person in question) rather than no knowledge at all (noch mA:l 'again'). In line 10, Markus attempts a repairing move by providing the last name of the person in question. As this does not result in recognition and thus the resolution of repair, Markus provides two additional descriptors (lines 11Ϫ14), both drawing on common experience with the person in question. Xaver's Ach (line 14) receipts the new information and is followed by a candidate description of niko in the same turn (der mit der BRIlle da? 'the one with the glasses?') which makes relevant a confirmation or disconfirmation by Markus. In line 15, the confirmation is done by Markus as a partial repeat of Xaver's candidate description, followed by one additional descriptor (line 16). In the same turn, Markus uses a contrast of Niko's appearance and his character to move back to the main story line. Xaver's token of surprise (line 19) serves to evaluate this contrast and evidences that the repair sequence is regarded as successfully completed by both participants. Segment 6 provides an example of ach in response to other-initiated repair. In contrast to the overwhelming number of examples in our collection in which ach occurs in third position to an (other-) correction, the repair initiation and the follow-up ach-turn are here produced by the same speaker. However, the characteristics and functions of ach-turns that we already observed in segments 4 and 5 also hold for segment 6: Ach occurs turn-initially in third position within a repair sequence in which participants deal with problems of understanding. The trouble source is usually some kind of factual information, frequently B-event statements 11 (segments 4 and 5), and may include difficulties with a person reference (segment 6) or a problem of incomplete, wrong, or no background knowledge (segments 4Ϫ5). The information that is negotiated is typically treated by the wrongly/incompletely/not informed participant as new (segments 4Ϫ5) or previously not accessible information 11. B-event statements as defined by Labov & Fanshel (1977) are statements by one speaker (A) that include events over which another speaker (B) has the primary epistemic authority. Epistemic authority may be a matter of access to information (through, e. g., first-hand experience) or of factual knowledge of the matter in question. In segment 4, the ach-speaker Uschi offers information about Annette's travel plans for confirmation. In segment 5, Sybille makes an observation about the composition of Bernhard's hand, i. e., about something that is in his knowledge domain.
(segment 6). The initial lack of knowledge is due to not having been informed (segment 4), to lack of experience in a specialized social setting, lack of attention to the previous interaction (segment 5), or a temporary lack of recognition (segment 6). The treatment of the problem usually involves two steps: recognition of information as new and presentation of a new understanding/new state of knowledge for confirmation. The whole repair sequence is then carried out as follows: In response to the repair operation by a previous speaker, the corrected/newly informed speaker produces ach. In our collection of 17 instances of ach in third position to a repair, the token is never free-standing. Instead, it is always followed by additional talk by the same speaker in the same turn. This talk is always part of, and thus expands, the ongoing repair operation, overwhelmingly as a repeat of the corrected information (segments 4Ϫ5, see also example 7), i. e., a backward-looking move. The additional talk, however, may also involve presenting new information and thus constitute a forward-looking move. Segment 6 exemplifies this: Here, the speaker produces a candidate understanding based on a (tentatively) revised state of knowledge, which needs to be confirmed by the co-participant. In the turn following ach, the candidate understanding of the new information is confirmed, and this marks the repair as resolved. Generally, the confirmation may be followed by additional descriptive elements, after which the speakers return to the main sequence (segment 4 and 6) or deal with a second action carried out by the turn that contained the repair operation (5).
Given that it can be shown that both participants orient to the repair as still ongoing after ach is uttered, the token itself seems to function as a receipt of information, but not a claim of understanding. Ach in third position followed by further talk thus serves to acknowledge and maintain a difference in knowledge between the co-participants. The change from a not knowing to a now knowing participant, i. e., the removal of the existing difference in knowledge, is achieved (and oriented to as completed) only after the new information level is confirmed. Only then are the co-participants ready to return to the main sequence to deal with a second action that surfaced parallel to the repair operation, or launch an entirely new sequence.
There are, however, examples in our data in which ach is not followed by a confirmation by the co-participant, or rather, in which the relevance of a confirmation is suspended. Similarly, we found examples in our data in which an achso is followed by a repetition of the corrected material, which is then confirmed. These examples are the focus of section 5 of this paper. We argue that in these cases, the type of action carried out in response to the repair move (and thus the token itself) is corrected within the ongoing turn, i. e., in the former case ach is corrected to achso, while in the latter an achso is transformed into an ach. Markus challenges the reliability of Xaver's informant (line 25Ϫ27). He accuses him of simplifying the process of exporting a car and thus pos-sibly misreporting the actual costs involved. Xaver treats this possibility as news (line 29) and Markus supports his challenge of Xaver's story (lines 30Ϫ37). In this extended turn, Markus displays his understanding of the referent CAbrios golf CAbrios (lines 13Ϫ14), that is, Markus believes Xaver is talking about buying new cars in the US and selling them used in Germany. This turns out to be a wrong understanding and the source of trouble. In line 38, in overlap with Markus's ongoing turn, Xaver initiates repair. He rejects Markus's understanding and then corrects it. It turns out that in contrast to Markus's previous understanding, Xaver was talking about buying used (not new) cars and then selling them as used cars. In line 42, possibly in response to a lack of uptake by Markus (line 40), Xaver reissues the corrected information (geBRAUCHTwagn 'used cars') and adds the key characteristic that differentiates the trouble source item (NEUwagen 'new cars') from the correction: alte 'old (ones)'. This correction is receipted by Markus in line 42 with the token Ach and more talk. This additional talk repeats (as in segments 4Ϫ6 above) the new information Markus has just received. Unlike in segments 4Ϫ6, however, this further talk that presents the new information to the 'more knowledgeable' co-participant for confirmation is aborted in the middle of the key expression (gebrau' 'use'', line 45) and followed by an AchSO. After AchSO., the trouble is considered resolved by both participants, as indicated by (a) Markus's post-positioned comment dassis was ANdres 'that's a different story,' which serves to both verbalize the change in knowledge he has just undergone and the implications this has for his previous actions and his stance toward the story relayed by Xaver; and (b) the absence of further repair-relevant talk by Xaver. Unlike in our examples of achs in third position and similar to our data of achsos, no confirmation is produced in the turn following the AchSO. No further repairrelevant talk is produced by either participant and Markus returns to the main sequence (lines 49, 51).
Correcting the epistemic stance conveyed in third-
In sum: In segment 7, Markus's turn occurs in third position to a correction and starts out as 'Ach ϩ further talk (repetition).' This response format, however, is aborted during the repetition phase and replaced by AchSO. An ach-turn in response to a repair (correction) serves to retain epistemic asymmetry by marking the 'new,' just emerged, state of knowledge as provisional, i. e., pending confirmation, while achso receipts new information and claims understanding. Thus, the correction of the Ach-turn by AchSO. conveys a correction of the speaker's epistemic stance towards the new (previously lacking / not considered) knowledge. In other words, an action that retains an existing unequal distribution of knowledge (Ach ϩ confirmable further repair-relevant talk) is replaced by a move that puts participants on even footing in terms of knowledge (AchSO.). AchSO. is treated as a repair resolution and thus as a replacement of Ach ϩ further talk by both participants: No further confirmation of the third position turn is produced by the co-participant; the Ach-speaker returns to the main sequence.
In our data, achso is overwhelmingly free-standing. However, achso can be followed by additional talk in the same turn, yet still fulfill the function of marking the end of a repair sequence and equal epistemic footing. This additional talk following achso is then of a specific kind: It expands the sequence closing. Structurally, such talk consists of short post-positioned comments about the change in knowledge that has just taken place (cf. segment 7, lines 43Ϫ45) or of short sequence-closing tokens such as naja gut or okay gut or ja alles klar, which further claim understanding. Both underscore that the problem has been solved and it is understood as such by the co-participant(s). It does not expand the ongoing repair.
The next segment exemplifies a sequence in which achso (a variant thereof: A:SO) 12 is followed by further talk that expands the ongoing repair, thus transforming an achso-format into an ach-format. 12. In our collection, achso and a:so occur in similar sequential environments and the same turn positions (turn-initially as the third move within a repair sequence) and they are both taken by co-participants to mark a successful repair resolution. Thus, in the environments discussed in this article, a:so seems to constitute a phonetic variant of achso. Based on this observation, we included both achso and a:so in our analysis. Xaver is talking about a mutual acquaintance, who is first introduced by his nickname (line 1). There is no receipt, confirmation marker or continuer by Ingo, and after a micro pause, Xaver provides the full name of the person in question (line 3). Ingo responds with a continuer, thereby claiming no problem with the referent, whereupon Xaver continues his turn with an increment (line 5). Again, this increment is receipted with a continuer (line 6). Xaver continues his talk and interruptively, Ingo initiates repair on the person reference. The name is repeated in a louder volume, and Xaver drops out of the overlap. In line 10, Ingo initiates repair on the person reference. Xaver provides two identifiers in lines 11Ϫ12. In line 13, Ingo indicates his understanding with an A:SO. In the segments discussed in section 3 above, the achso-speaker did not produce any further repair-relevant talk following an achso, thereby claiming that the trouble had been resolved and an equal epistemic standing between the participants had been reached. In all of those segments, the coparticipants also treated the repair as having been resolved after the production of an achso or a:so. Note that in segment 8, by contrast, Ingo does continue his turn with repair-relevant talk. Specifically, Ingo provides an even more specific descriptor than Xaver of the referent in question (line 14). This turn is treated by Xaver as a candidate understanding and is confirmed in line 15. With his ja?/ 'yes?' in line 16, Ingo signals the resolution of the repair and his readiness for Xaver to continue his story. Xaver does so in the following turn. In this example then, we see a type of achso which is followed by a candidate understanding. By uttering the candidate understanding, the speaker indicates that he is not on equal epistemic footing with the coparticipant, thus canceling the action of the A:SO. In fact, we see a turn design here that is very similar to ach ϩ candidate understanding. While in segment 7 we observed a speaker repair an ach to an achso, in segment 8 we see a speaker reversing the achso-action into an ach-action (albeit without uttering an ach).
Conclusion
6.1. The particles ach and so as individual tokens
The previous sections have shown that ach ϩ more talk and achso fulfil different discourse functions. This finding adds to existing interactionbased research (e. g., Gardner 1998 Gardner , 2002 Jefferson 1984; Schegloff 1981; Sorjonen 2001; Zimmerman 1993) which has indicated that different tokens used in similar sequential environments typically perform separate functions. The functional difference between the two response forms discussed above is particularly interesting because they both constitute composed forms 13 (ach ϩ more talk, ach ϩ so) and share the token ach. Thus, contrasting these two response tokens seems particularly fruitful in attempting to achieve a fundamental understanding of the function and meaning of ach and so as individual tokens. Before summarizing the findings of this study for the compound usages of achso and ach ϩ further talk, we thus briefly review the existing literature on ach and so and point out what our study revealed about the individual meaning of each token. German ach and ah are generally categorized as interjections (Burkhardt 1998; Ehlich 1986; Rasoloson 1994; Zifonun et al. 1997 ) that express emotions, usually surprise. With ach, a speaker marks a co-participant's contribution as "surprising or astonishing and may thereby elicit an explanation" 14 (Zifonun et al. 1997: 405) . Other studies have located the function of ach within a functional-pragmatic perspective as a token central to negotiating speakership and recipiency and to managing topic development. By conveying an assessment of the ongoing topic, ach may 13. Ach never occurs as a free-standing token in third position to a repair. However, ach may constitute a complete turn in other sequential environments, notably after informings. Some of these types of achs seem to be involved in assessment sequences and, more generally, in conveying affective stance. Cf. Schwitalla (2003: 156) , Willkop (1988) , Zifonun et al. (1997) . 14. "Der Hörer markiert mit einem Element der Formklasse ACH einen aktuellen Sprecherbeitrag als erstaunlich oder verwunderlich und kann so eine Erklärung elizitieren." be used to initiate or introduce a topic shift, or ach may function as a signal for self-correction (Willkop 1988) . In the latter function, ach serves to indicate that "new information [from a co-participant] is in contrast to the speaker's own expectations, which now must be revised" (Willkop 1988: 211) 15 and is often followed by explanations of what was corrected. Previous work on ach thus singled out two central functional characteristics, expressing surprise and indicating a revision of previous knowledge or expectations, with both functions generally regarded as connected (Bredel 2000: 414; Willkop 1988 ). While our collections of different achs in German exemplified both of these functions, we have found that they are not necessarily connected. The present study and Betz & Golato (2008) suggest that the token ach itself does not generally express surprise; when surprise is conveyed by the ach-speaker, this seems to be done using prosodic patterns or with additional talk following ach. Thus, it seems that to understand the function of ach, we need to consider prosodic features as well as analyze stand-alone ach and ach ϩ additional talk or ach used in lexical combinations separately. Moreover, as their meaning is crucially dependent on the context in which they are used, it is essential to treat "the type of action to which a particle responds […] as part of its interpretation" (Sorjonen 2001: 285) . Therefore, the sequential context and position in which ach is used needs to be considered when describing its function. This has generally been neglected in previous work on ach.
Our analysis of ach in third position to a repair sequence (both in the combinations achso and ach ϩ further talk) supports findings by Bredel (2000) and Willkop (1988) regarding the central role ach plays in indicating the speaker's epistemic stance. We have found that ach is regularly used for recognizing and receipting information as new, however without displaying any understanding of the interactional import of this information or indicating the particular source of information asymmetry between participants. The latter is regularly achieved through further particles that combine with ach (tokens such as ja, nee, and so) or by adding further talk. These additional elements may then indicate the trouble source, the source of the existing knowledge asymmetry, and/or the outcome of the repair and therefore determine the next relevant sequential moves.
This paper focused on the function of ach in combination with so. The particle so is used in spoken German as a link at sequential and topic junctures (Schwitalla 2003: 157) and thus may mark closing relevance.
Additionally, so has a deictic component and can refer back to objects or characteristics of objects (Ehlich 1983 (Ehlich , 1987 . Both of these function are relevant for understanding so as part of the compound token achso and its function in interaction: We have found that so (as part of achso) receipts a previous co-participant's action and marks understanding (cf. Bredel 2000: 415) Ϫ either of this action or of the impact of the information in question for the ongoing interaction. At the same time, so makes closing relevant and marks the speaker's readiness to move on to a new sequence or return to a main sequence that was put on hold; typically, after so no further sequence-related talk is added by the co-participant(s).
6.2. The particles ach and so used in combination as achso and ach ϩ further talk
Having reviewed the research on each of these individual tokens separately, we have now established a broader background for summarizing our analysis of their use in the compound achso and as ach ϩ further talk. In sections 3 and 4, we showed that the token ach commonly occurs in sequence third position as a response to a repair operation, and almost always with repair that targets some type of fact (person or place reference, the rules to a game, etc.) about which the ach-speaker was wrongly, only partially, or not informed. We also showed that in this sequential environment, two types of response tokens can be found: achso or ach ϩ further talk. Further talk following ach in the same turn may be interactionally backward-oriented ('retarding') or interactionally forwardoriented ('progredient'). 16 In other words, ach may be followed by a repeat of the information that is being negotiated or by new material related to the trouble source. In our data, ach is overwhelmingly followed by a repeat of repaired information. Ach ϩ repeat most typically responds to a correction, while achso is produced in response to different types of repairs (corrections, confirmations of a candidate understanding or upshot of repair, third position repair, or repair that included an explanation). A separate analysis of the use of these two response formats in their respective interactional contexts revealed fundamentally different sequential structures: Although used in similar environments, achso and ach ϩ repeat serve very different, if not opposite, interactional functions. Specifically, while ach receipts new informational content (claiming a change-of-state, similar to oh in English (Heritage 1984) ), it does not receive the previous action or mark understanding. Achso, on 16. We thank one of the reviewers for pointing out this important distinction to us.
the other hand, serves as an information receipt and a receipt for the prior action, claiming that speakers now share the same epistemic level and thus marking a successful repair resolution. Consequently, achso makes sequence closure relevant and is typically followed by a shift in action and/or topic. The typical stress pattern of the token achso highlights this function: The main accent always falls on the second syllable (SO) and thus on the component that conveys understanding and marks the speaker's readiness to move on; see section 6.1. 17 By contrast, achturns make more talk relevant: Speakers will very often offer a repeat of the corrected information and coparticipants will likewise provide confirmation in the next turn. Thus, in response to a repair operation that targets a perceived difference in background knowledge between two (or more) interactants, the formerly wrongly or less informed participant may indicate that the perceived epistemic asymmetry is removed (achso) or still lingering (ach ϩ repeat). By using ach ϩ repeat, speakers claim that further negotiation (i. e., additional confirmation) is necessary to put both parties on equal footing. We also showed that while we can identify the basic functions of achso and ach ϩ further talk in third position to a repair sequence, their use is negotiable by participants. In section 5, we discussed examples in which speakers 'correct' their stance towards the new information just received over the course of a turn by 'correcting' their use of the token ach. On the one hand, speakers can extend a repair sequence after achso by adding further talk, thereby making a response relevant after achso. This move, as evidenced by the co-participant's response, overrides the sequence closing function of achso. On the other hand, speakers can transform an ach-prefaced response that aims at sustaining epistemic asymmetry into an achso-response, which effectively eliminates the relevance for confirmation. These revised ach-turns are then treated as sequence closures by co-participant(s). Examples such as these not only display how linguistic resources are used in interaction to achieve context-specific goals, but also offer a window onto on-line processing of information in interaction.
Our corpus of 12.5 hours has yielded far fewer instances of ach ϩ further talk (17) than of achso (51) in third position to a repair. Thus, if a repair does receive a response in third position at all, this response is more frequently comprised of an achso than of an ach ϩ further talk. As we have stated above, achso is sequence-closing, i. e., after achso, the 17. For a similar analysis of another compound token in German, see Betz & Golato (2008) , who explore the connection between prosodic pattern, meaning, and interactional function of two variants of the token achja. The two variants of achja Ϫ ach ∧ ja and ∧ achja Ϫ are distinguished by the placement of the pitch accent. coparticipants return to the main sequence that was put on hold by the repair. With ach ϩ further talk, the repair sequence is extended. Given this distribution of ach and achso, our data provide additional evidence that speakers try to (and do) solve problems of speaking, hearing, and understanding quickly and successfully (Schegloff 1992; Schegloff et al. 1977 ).
Implications of the study
Particles are central to spoken interaction. The sheer frequency with which response tokens such as ach, achso, achja and other types of particles (e. g., ja, nein, doch, naja) occur in German and the diversity of contexts in which they occur renders it unlikely that any one particle serves the same function across contexts or that two different particles that occur in the same environment are functional equivalents. Response tokens and particles only become accessible and describable as situated interactional phenomena. Consequently, Sorjonen (2001) calls for an understanding of the semantics of particles as inherently interactional and for the inclusion of the "affective and epistemic assumptions" (Sorjonen 2001: 285) conveyed by a particle into its definition. We have shown in this study that the use of achso and ach in everyday German interaction is intimately tied to fundamental issues in managing sociality through interaction, for example in negotiating the relevance of, access, and rights to knowledge. More micro-analytic attention to the use of particles will thus enable us not only to shed light on an elusive aspect of the German modality system, but also to contribute to a growing body of research that attempts to trace and understand how the dimensions of epistemics and affect 18 are manifested in language and negotiated in spoken interaction (cf., e. g., Günthner 1997; Keppler & Luckmann 1991; Raymond & Heritage 2006; Sidnell 2005) . Discourse particles and response tokens seem to function centrally in expressing epistemic and affective stance and thus in constructing and managing social relationships. These 'little words' are therefore especially well suited for investigating the way linguistic/sequential structure and situated meaning-making are connected.
